
CH'AN (ZEN) BUDDHISM AND ITS 
RELATION TO ART 

T HE legendary story of the origin of Ch'an Buddhism1 runs as fol- 
lows: When ~Akyamuni once was teaching a group of students 

on the Mountain of the Holy Vulture he used no words but simply lifted 
his hand which held some flowers. Nobody understood the meaning 
of this silent gesture except the old MahBkfsyapa who smiled at the 
Master. The latter in perceiving this, opened his 'golden-tongued mouth' 
and proclaimed: "I have the most precious spiritual treasure which I 
now hand over to you, 0 venerable MahBkOsyapa." 

I t  was, according to Ch'an tradition, a spiritual message that could 
be handed over only from mind to mind, or heart to heart, too deep and 
universal for intellectual analysis. As is well known, Mah&Bsyapa be- 
came SBkyamuni's first successor as a leader of the Buddhist congre- 
gation, but no historical records or Indian writings speak about his 
connexion with Ch'an; it is brought out only in Chinese books of the 
eleventh century. The story may be an invention of Ch'an historians 
of this or a somewhat earlier period, whose intention was to illustrate 
the prevailing comprehension of Ch'an as the essence of Buddhism, the 
secret or inner current of SBkyamuni's teaching, which could not be 
communicated in words but simply through silence and action. 

A line of twenty-eight patriarchs was established between Sbkya- 
muni and Bodhi-Dharma, who became the last of the Indian patriarchs. 
The history of Ch'an before it reached China is thus shrouded in com- 
plete mystery; it emerges as a separate school of Buddhism only in its 
Chinese form. The earliest Chinese book, still preserved, which relates 
the history of Ch'an is called Records of the Transmiss~on of the Lamp, 
written in 1004, but this is based on books of the fifth and sixth centu- 
ries, now destroyed. 

The account of Bodhi-Dharma's life included in this book is evi- 
l. The word Ch'an is an abbreviation of Ch'anne, the Chinese rendering of dhyri- 

nu, a Sanskrit term which usually is translated into European languages as concew 
tration or meditation. As the word is employed by the Chinese, it implies a great 
deal more. The Japanese pronunciation of the same word is Zen. 
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dently a legend made up by his followers rather than a historical narra- 
tive but it has served as the main source for later presentations of the 
same subject. (Minor parts of the same material are also found in an 
earlier book called Biographies of the High Priests, compiled in 645.) 
The Chinese sources have been largely translated into English by Prof. 
D. T. Suzuki and utilized particularly in his Essays in Zen Buddhism 
(London, 1927), where more circumstantial material is to be found than 
in any other book known to us. Of the greatest importance for a closer 
study of the Ch'an philosophy are, however, the Lankivatcira-Szitra 
and the so-called Platform SDtra on the Treasure of the Law, also known 
as the SGtra spoken by  the Sixth Patriarch, the two scriptures which 
contain the most orthodox presentation of the Ch'an teachings. The for- 
mer has been translated and discussed by Suzuki, the latter edited in 
English by Dih Ping Tzse, and these translations have been condensed 
and re-edited in a more easily accessible form by Mr. Dwight Goddard 
in a book published under the somewhat misleading title: A Buddhist 
Bible (Vermont, 1932). 

Through the above-mentioned publications the history and philo- 
sophy of Ch'an Buddhism have become easily attainable also to West- 
ern students, and we have no intention of repeating here the traditions 
about Bodhi-Dharma and his successor in the patriarchate. Our en- 
deavor a t  this place is simply to gather a few points from the utterances 
of the Ch'an masters and the scriptures which formed the basis of their 
teaching, in order to give an idea of its religious and philosophical im- 
port and the particular way in which Ch'an conveyed the principal tenets 
of the Ancient Wisdom which time and again has been brought out by 
teachers of various schools. The Ch'an School became gradually the 
most Chinese form of Buddhism and saturated at certain periods the 
whole cultural life of the nation. In the eighth century, under the glo- 
rious T'ang dynasty and most particularly through the activities of the 
Sixth Patriarch, Hui-n&ng, it took on a thoroughly Chinese form and 
was presented in a colloquial language that made it comprehensible to 
the people. I t  is true that Ch'an also had to pass through periods of 
persecution prompted by the conservative Confucian party, but it could 
never be completely suppressed; it did not decay and lose its spiritual 
impetus like some of the other schools of Buddhism, but lived on and 
served as a most potent undercurrent of spiritual inspiration. During 
the Southern Sung period, in the twelfth century, it grew into a very 



widespread movement fecundating in particular art and philosophy, 
which became evident also in the so-called Neo-Confucian School of 
Chu Hsi and his followers. Among the artists who took it up, some 
were actually living as monks in the Ch'an temples, but to most of them 
it was simply a psychological undercurrent in their creative activity. 
Yet, even if they did not study it or submit to a special Ch'an training, 
they absorbed something of its ideas and worked from a point of view 
which was closely associated with that of the Ch'an students. 

The reason for this recurrent success and tenacious perseverance of 
Ch'an Buddhism in China, where so many of the other Buddhist schools 
gradually decayed and lost their hold over men's minds, may be sought 
not only in the inherent vitality of its message and its very broad and 
practical scope, but also in its close correspondence with indigenous 
currents of thought which had their source in Chinese Taoism. The 
Chinese Ch'an masters were more or less familiar with Taoistic con- 
cepts and they presented their teachings in a form which was more easi- 
ly acceptable to their countrymen than other kinds of Buddhism in 
which the metaphysical and dialectical subtilties of Indian philosophy 
were more prominent. Some of these Ch'an masters, as a matter of 
fact, went so far in their endeavor to harmonize their teachings with 
the ideas of Lao-tzu as to accept the term Tao as a synonym for Bud- 
dhahood. One of them declared right out: "Buddha is Tao, Tao is 
dhysna (ch'an) ," and the master Lin-chi (d. 867) is said to have com- 
posed the following stanza: 

Buddha-nature is the symbol of purity; 
Dharma (law or truth) -mind is the symbol of enlightenment; 
The Tao is the Way of unobstructed truth. 
In  essence these three are truly One, 
But by themselves they are merely words. 
The mind of the Tao-man should be pure, enlightened, and free. 

Rut in whichever way these names or words were used, they could 
not conceal the fact that Ch'an drew its life from a different source from 
Taoism: it was a form of Mahgysna Buddhism stripped of most of the 
metaphysical elements, a Chinese interpretation of the doctrine of En- 
lightenment which, after all, was a central pillar in the teaching of Bud- 
dha and which also involved a moral discipline quite foreign to Taoism. 
I t  has been said that Buddhism through Ch'an ceased to be a foreign 
importation and became a native Chinese religion, a statement which 
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applies rather to the manner of presentation than to the inherent system 
of thought. If this had not been of purely Buddhist origin and contained 
the essentials of ~Bkyamuni's teaching, Ch'an would not have held its 
place long after Taoism had lost its hold over leading minds and become 
an excuse for self-indulgence and superstitious practices. 

The most concise summing up of the principles of the Ch'an teach- 
ing is found in the following words traditionally ascribed to Bodhi- 
Dharma: 

A special transmission outside thc scriptures; 
No dependence upon words and letters; 
Pointing directly to the heart (intuitive mind) of man; 
Seeing into one's own nature and attainment of Buddhahood. 

Whether the stanza was composed by the First Patriarch or by a 
later man (as is more probable), it contains in a nutshell the meaning 
and method of Ch'an. According to tradition it had been transmitted 
from Sage to Sage, ever since the time of ~Bkyamuni himself, not by 
writing but from mouth to ear, so to say, by life and example, by action 
and application, by symbols and suggestions. The Sixth Patriarch con- 
firmed this in the following words: "This teaching was handed down 
from the past Patriarchs; it is not a system of my invention. Those 
who wish to hear the teaching should purify their minds first, and after 
hearing it, they ought to clear up their own doubts as the Sages did in 
the past." And when an inquirer asked him whether he could impart 
any secret wisdom beside that which had been handed down from gene- 
ration to generation, he answered: "What I can tell you is not esoteric; 
if you turn your light inwardly, you will find what is esoteric within 
you.,' 

This is the way in which all mystics have spoken, whatever age or 
school they may have belonged to: Look within yourself; the treasure 
of wisdom is buried in your own consciousness; if you wish to find it, 
you must search it out, excavate it by your proper efforts. The teacher 
can only point out the way, etc. But in doing this he may use various 
means and methods, fitting the age and the surroundings in which he 
lives. The Ch'an masters were Chinese, imbued with the Chinese mode 
of thinking and talking, and this may to some extent account for their 
perplexingly abrupt and paradoxical manner of imparting their instruc- 
tion. The Chinese language itself and the way in which it is commonly 
used, whether in writing or speaking, is not analytical like Western 



languages, but suggestive and evocative; it usually implies more than 
the logical sequence of certain thoughts and leaves a large margin for 
individual interpretation. The words as well as the written characters 
become symbols appealing to the imaginative faculty of man rather 
than to his reasoning mind, or blinds hiding the meaning for those who 
are not attuned to the ideas of the speaker and his point of view. I t  is 
altogether of a more symbolic, i.e ., artistic, kind than the modern lan- 
guages of the Western world. 

The Ch'an teachers were evidently far advanced in using words as 
symbols or blinds; they did it to such an extent that it sometimes is hard 
to tell whether their intention was to conceal or to communicate their 
ideas. Their appeal was usually to the student's intuitive faculty rather 
than to his reasoning mind. A mental shock was considered more valu- 
able than a logical exposition, if it could be administered so that it 
served to 'open the third eye,' or arouse the creative imagination. Natu- 
rally such methods appealed in particular to poets and painters to whom 
the appearances of the objective world were merely symbols of inner 
realities. As an example of the Ch'an method of interpretation the 
following stanza may be quoted: 

Empty-handed I go, and yet the spade is my hands; 
I walk on foot, and yet on the back of an ox I am riding. 
When I pass over the bridge, 
Lo, the water floweth not, but the bridge doth flow. 

The phenomenal world is filled with mirages of the mind; nothing 
of it is real; all things change and shift as the mind is moving. This 
point of view is most graphically illustrated by the following incident 
from the life of Hui-n6ng: The master once came to a place where some 
monks were arguing on the fluttering of a pennant. One of them said: 
"The pennant is an inanimate object and it is the wind that makes it 
move." Another said: "Both wind and pennant are inanimate things 
and the flapping is an impossibility." A third monk protested: "The 
flapping is due to a certain combination of cause and condition," and a 
fourth one proposed an explanation in the following words: "After all, 
there is no flapping pennant but it is the wind that is moving by itself." 
As the monks could not agree, Hui-n&ng interrupted them with the re- 
mark: "It is neither wind nor pennant but your own mind which flaps." 

The reply is most characteristic of the Ch'an attitude, according to 
which nothing really exists except as a reflexion of the mind. The forms 
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and phenomena which we perceive through the activity of the senses 
or by the discrimination of the intellect have no permanence or existence 
of their own. They form an ever-changing stream of transformations 
and they wouId disappear altogether if the ceaseless operations of the 
reasoning mind and the senses could be stopped. If we want to obtain 
some knowledge about the reality behind the appearances, their essence 
or 'Suchness,' we must raise ourselves to a state beyond intellection or 
ordinary thinking in terms of opposites. The thinker must be complete- 
ly identified with the thought, the perceiver with his object of percep- 
tion, and ordinary distinctions fade away. I t  is evident that such a 
state cannot be described in words which are subject to the reasoning 
mind, nor conditioned by any terms; it is the state of 'Suchness' which 
also has been called the 'Great Void.' But it should be distinctly under- 
stood that this expression by no means implies nothingness or absence 
of life. Quite the contrary, it signifies the highest form of reality, the 
universal aspect of life, a state of existence which contains everything 
but which cannot be realized by man before he has become self-conscious 
in the highest part of his being. "When you hear me talk about the void, 
do not fall into the idea of vacuity," said the Sixth Patriarch, and con- 
tinued : 

I t  is of the utmost importance that we should not fall into that idea, because 
when a man sits quietly and keeps his mind blank, he would be abiding in a state of 
the 'voidness of indifference.' The illimitable void of the Universe is capable of 
holding myriads of things. . . . Space takes in all these and so does the voidness 
of our nature. LVe say that Essence of Mind is great because it embraces all things, 
since all things are within our nature. 

The doctrine of the void (iGnyat2) and of mind-only (chittamAtra) 
as presented by the Ch'an philosophers was, no doubt, less speculative 
than the philosophy of Nggsrjuna, yet a teaching of deep significance 
and decisive importance for the whole Ch'an training. I t  was based 
mainly on the Lank6vat6ya-s.litra where it is presented in words very 
much like those of the Ch'an masters, as may be seen from the following 
quotations : 

What appears to  be external does not exist in reality, it is, indeed, mind that is 
seen as multiplicity; the body. property, and abode are nothing but mind. 

To  think that primary elements really exist is due to wrong discrimination and 
nothing else. When the truth of 'Mind-only' is understood, there are no external 
objects to be seen; they are all due to the discrimination of what one sees in one's 
mind. 



It is better to cherish the notion of an ego-substance than to entertain the no- 
tion of emptiness derived from the view of being and non-being: for those who so 
believe fail to understand the fundamental fact that the external world is nothing 
but a manifestation of the mind. 

The great fallacy is not simply to cling to the phenomena of the ob- 
jective world but, still more, to believe that such objective forms repre- 
sent the only kind of existence and that their absence ('non-being') is 
the same as nothingness. This is far from true, because reality (exist- 
ence) is a matter of consciousness. 

When appearances and names are put away and all discrimination ceases, that 
which remains is the true and essential nature of things and, as nothing can be predi- 
cated as to the nature of essence, it is called 'Suchness' of Reality. This universal, 
undifferentiated, inscrutable Suchness is the one Reality but it is variously charac- 
terized as Truth, Mind-Essence, Transcendental Intelligence, Noble Wisdom," etc. 

I t  is the same ultimate reality which also is characterized as illimit- 
able Space or the all-containing Void, symbols which evidently have a 
relation also to the painters' conceptions and modes of expression. 

We need hardly dwell on the well-known fact that the Chinese paint- 
ers, and particularly those who worked in Indian ink, utilized space as 
a most important means of artistic expression, but it may be pointed 
out that their ideas of space and their methods of rendering it were far 
from the same in European art. Space was not to them a cubic volume 
that could be circumscribed by lines and planes, nor a definite exten- 
sion that could be geon~etrically constructed; it was something illimit- 
able and incalculable which might be, to some extent, suggested by the 
relation of forms and tonal values but which always extended beyond 
every material indication and carried a suggestion of the infinite. To  
call it atmosphere or something similar would hardly be correct, because 
it is not necessarily dependent on tones, vapors, or washes of ink; it is 
just as often rendered simply by the bare silk or paper, the empty back- 
ground from which the forms emerge. The formal effectiveness of their 
space-compositions is, indeed, most closely connected with the position 
of the objects, which is quite irregular and often surprising, but the un- 
derlying concept, or the source from which it springs, is certainly not 
merely a formal or decorative device. When fully developed, as in the 
compositions of the Ch'an painters, where the forms often are reduced 
to a minimum in proportion to the surrounding emptiness, the envelop- 
ing space becomes like an echo or a reflexion of the great void which is 
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the very essence of the painter's intuitive mind. The correspondence 
may not be demonstrable, it may be a matter of feeling or intuition 
rather than a conscious calculation, yet it seems quite obvious when 
we know something about the psychological attitude which was de- 
veloped by the Ch'an training. The painters who had arrived at  an ex- 
perience of the inner meaning of things or the essence of reality could 
hardly avoid using symbols of the same kind as the philosophers. As 

, the things which they conceived were parts of their own consciousness, 
alive with their own vitality, they were given an added significance by 
their relation to the illimitable space, the great void which is the sym- 

. bol of ultimate reality. 
The reason why we do not grasp the reality behind the appearances 

is our habit of dwelling simply on the discriminations of the intellectu- 
al mind. We are entangled by its mirages; we take them for realities 
and run after them "like animals who, driven by thirst, in summer-time 
run wildly after imaginary springs." Thus we shut ourselves from the 
source of knowledge that we carry within us, the faculty of the intuitive 
mind or Buddha-nature, which is of the same essence as the Universal 
consciousness. The way to knowledge goes through man's own higher 
nature, his power of identifying himself with this, and thus with all 
the myriad things that exist in our universe. This conception is further 
developed in the Lankbatbra-sBtra where three different aspects of 
mind or consciousness are distinguished, i. e., the discriminating mind, 
the intuitive mind, and the Universal Mind. 

The discriminating mind is the cause of the sense-minds and is their support 
and with them is kept functioning as it describes and becomes attached to a world 
of objects, and then, by means of its habit-energy, it defiles the face of Universal 
Mind. Thus Universal Mind becomes the storage and clearing-house of all the 
accumulated products of thought and action since beginningless time. 

Between Universal Mind and the individual aiscriminating mind is the intuitive 
mind (maltas) which is dependent upon Universal Mind for its cause and support 
and enters into relations with both. I t  partakes of the universality of the Universal 
Mind, shares in its purity and like it  is above form and momentariness. . . . But 
the intuitive mind enters (also) into relations with the lower mind-system, shares 
its experiences and reflects upon its activities. 
are. t 

The intuitive mind or manas is thus the link between the universal 
all-compassing mind by which it shares in transcendental intelligence 
and the differentiating mind-system which is dependent on sensuous 



perceptions and tied to the phenomenal world. I t  is further character- 
ized in the sQtra as follows: 

While it  is not an individualized organ like the intellectual mind, it has that which 
is much better - direct dependence upon Universal Mind. While intuition does not 
give information that can be analysed or discriminated, it gives that which is far 
superior - self-realization through identification. 

The word intuition is here evidently used as a designation for man's 
highest faculty of perception, a kind of spiritual illumination which 
manifests only when the thoughts and sense-impressions of personal 
life have been brought into silence. I t  is the deepest form of medita- 
tion, which however, as sometimes pointed out by the Ch'an masters, 
does not necessarily require the sitting in certain postures or strict for- 
mal exercises, but which may just as well be attained while the man is 
waIking or working, if his mind is unobstructed and he meets an ex- 
perience that lights the flame. I t  is the mysterious event which is called 
wu or kai wu (to become, to apprehend) in Chinese, and satori in 
Japanese, and is the very aim of all Ch'an training. According to 
Suzuki it means "the unfolding of a new world hitherto unperceived in 
the confusion of a dualistically-trained mind" - a personal experience 
by which the whole outlook of life is changed. Many expressions are 
used for it, such as, for instance: "the opening of the mind-flower," the 
"removing of the bar," or "the brightening up of the mind-mechanism"; 
and it is illustrated by striking incidents from the lives of the students. 

/ The following may serve as an example: 
As Nan-yiieh Huai-jang, a master of the TLang period, saw one of 

his pupils seated crosslegged all the day meditating, he asked: "What 
seekest thou here thus sitting crosslegged?" The pupil answered: "My 
desire is to become a Buddha." Thereupon the master took up a brick 
and began to polish it on a stone. "What workest thou on so hard, my 
master?" asked the pupil. "I am trying to turn this into a mirror," came 
the answer. "No amount of polishing will make a mirror of the brick, 
sir!" "If so, no amount of sitting cross-legged, as thou doest, will make 
of thee a Buddha." "What shall I have to do then?" "It is like driving 
a cart; when it moveth not, wilt thou whip the cart or the ox?" 

The pupil made no answer, but the master explained further: 
"Dhyiina does not consist in sitting or lying; the Buddha has no fixed 
forms. If thou seekest Buddhahood by thus sitting cross-legged, thou 
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murderest him. So long as thou freest thyself not from sitting so, thou 
comest never to the truth." 

The master evidently wanted to break the set molds of the pupil's 
mind and make him realize that the quest in which he was engaged, 
meant something far beyond any formal exercises. The main thing 
was to make himself interiorly free, to remove the obstacles and open 
the way for the light, so that it might penetrate his whole consciousness. 
The light is the same in all; it is the Buddha-nature by which man is 
potentially omniscient and through which he may see and comprehend 
the truth. "You should know, that so far as Buddha-nature is con- 
cerned, there is no difference between an enlightened man and an ig- 
norant one. What makes the difference is that the one realizes it, while 
the other is kept in ignorance of it," said the Sixth Patriarch. And he 
explains further how, when it is fully active and realized by the man, it 
becomes prajfii, wisdom : 

The Prajfig immanent in the essence of mind of everyone may be likened to the 
rain the moisture of which refreshes alike sentient beings, such as all living creatures 
as well as trees and plants. . . . When rain comes in deluges, plants which are not 
deep-rooted are washed away, and eventually they succumb. The same holds true 
of the slow-witted when they hear about the teaching of the 'Sudden School.' The 
Prajiib immanent in them is exactly the same with that of the very wise man; but 
they fail to enlighten themselves when the Dharma (truth or law) is made known to 
them, because they are so thickly veiled by erroneous views and deep-rooted infec- 
tions in the same way as the sun is thickly veiled by the clouds and unable to  show 
its light until the clouds are blown away. 

The efforts of the Ch'an students were to a large extent directed 
to the brushing away of these clouds, the cleaning of the mind by proper 
work, life, and meditation. But the opening of the intuitive faculty 
or the 'third eye,' as it also was called, could not be forced or coerced by 
outward means, postures, or practices, nor by the accumulation of in- 
tellectual knowledge or the repetition of sacred formulas as in some 
other schools of Buddhism. I t  had to grow naturally as the flower grows 
and then open into bloom when the season was ripe. To  quote the Lan- 
k6vat6ra-szitra: 

So long as the mind is distracted and making conscious efforts, there can be no 
culmination as regards the various vehicles; i t  is only when the mind is alone and 
quiet that it  is able to  forsake the discriminations of the external world and seek 
realization of an inner realm. 



The words remind us to some extent of the old critics' remarks about 
'the divine painter,' he who works not by deliberation but from an irre- 
sistible creative impulse, something that is stronger than his ordinary 
personality and which makes him akin to the 'Great Creator,' the Uni- 
versal Mind of Nature. In order to reach this state man must rise above 
all the distinctions and divisions of the discriminating mind, or clean 
it so that it becomes like a bright mirror; only the spirit can reflect spir- 
itual truth. Therefore it was said by a Ch'an master: 

Ignore the distinction of subject and object: let the essence of mind and all the 
phenomenal objects be in a state of thusness. Then you will be in Samidhi all the 
time. 

Or as said by Hung-jEn, the Fifth Patriarch: 
The deepest truth lies in the principle of identity. I t  is due to one's ignorance 

that the ma%; (jewel) is taken for a piece of brick, but lo! when one is suddenly 
awakened to self-enlightenment, it is realized that one is in possession of the real 
jewel. . . . Those who entertain a dualistic view of the world are to be pitied. . . . 
When we know that between this body and the Buddha there is nothing to separate 
ono from the other, what is the use of seeking after Nirvlna (as something external)? 

I t  is all to be found in the innermost consciousness of man, the spiritual 
heart or essence of his being. 

Applied in the field of artistic activity this is a definition of the high- 
est form of conception, the purest kind of inspiration: The knower be- 
comes the object of his knowledge, the artist the thing he visions or con- 
ceives, and if he possesses the proper means of exteriorization, he will 
transmit in symbols or shapes or signs something which contains a spark 
of that eternal stream of life or consciousness which abides when forms 
decay. 

When the distinctions fade away into relativity and the significance 
of things is esteemed not according to intellectual concepts and outward 
appearances but by their relation to the spiritual consciousness of man, 
the small and the large, the high and the low, may become of equal im- 
portance. A single flower may reveal as much as a whole forest, a grain 
of dust be as wonderful as a mountain. This essential truth which evi- 
dently had a direct bearing on the attitude of the painters is illustrated 
in many sayings by the Ch'an masters, as for instance the following by 
Yiian-wu (1063-1135), a monk of the Sung period: 

One particle of dust is raised and the great earth lies therein; one flower blooms, 
and the universe rises with it. But where should our eyes be fixed when the dust 
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is not yet stirred and the flower has not yet bloomed? Therefore it is said that 
like cutting a bundle of thread one cut cuts all asunder and in dyeing a bundle of 
thread one dyeing will dye all in the same color. Sow, yourself get out of all en- 
tangling relations and rip them to pieces but do not lose track of your own inner 
treasure, for it is through this that the high and the low, universally responding, and 
the advanced and the backward, making no distinction, each manifests itself in full 
perfection. 

The inner treasure is the essence of mind, the Buddha-nature or 
spiritual consciousness which sees and grasps things without delibera- 
tions or definitions. The principal aim of the Ch'an discipline was to 
awaken this part of the students' inner nature, to make them self-con- 
scious in a spiritual rather than in an intellectual sense. I t  was for this 
purpose that some of the greatest teachers used the so-called direct or 
sudden method, as already described. One or two more examples of 
this highly characteristic paradoxical way of touching or shaking the 
student's mind may here be related. 

Lin-chi, a master of the ninth century, once delivered a sermon say- 
ing : 

"Over a mass of reddish flesh there sits a true man who has no title; he is all the 
time coming in and out from your sense-organs. If you have not yet testified to 
the fact, look, look!" A monk came forward and asked: "Who is this true man of 
no title?" Lin-chi came down from his chair of teaching, took hold of the monk 
and exclaimed: "Speak, speak!" And then in letting him go he remarked: "What 
worthless stuff is this true man of no title!" 

The colloquy illustrates a most practical way of demonstrating the 
truth closest at  hand: 'the inner man of no title' could be grasped right 
there by those who understood his immanence. Explanatory words 
would, indeed, be less to the point, they would only involve the student 
in external images and speculations which make him hesitate, doubt and 
ask, instead of grasping the truth on the spur of the moment. If the 
thing is not realized immediately, it is gone; if talked about, it evapo- 
rates. Life is action, and the deepest experiences are those by which 
our lives are built. "When ignorant people have ideas, they merely 
talk about them but wise men keep them within their minds and put 
them into practice," said the Sixth Patriarch, and to this he added some 
words defining the difference between the mind-activity of the foolish 
and the wise: 

There is also a class of foolish people who sit quietly and try to keep their 
minds blank; they refrain from thinking of anything and call themselves great. 



Concerning this erroneous view I have no patience to  speak. You should know that 
the capacity of the mind is very great since it pervades the whole Universe wherever 
the domain of the Law extends. 

Indeed, the intuitive mind of man or his Buddha-nature is essen- 
tially pure and free, a limitless microcosm which holds or reflects every- 
thing that exists in the Great Universe - an idea quite opposite to nega- 
tivity, blankness or vacuity, though it was sometimes expressed as the 
void or the silence beyond all definitions. 

Yiin-men, a Ch'an master of the T'ang period, once appeared in the 
pulpit and said: "In the school of Ch'an no words are needed; what 
then is the ultimate essence of Ch'an teaching?" In  proposing the 
question himself he also answered it by extending both his arms and 
without any further remarks came down from the pulpit. Similar meth- 
ods were time and again used by the Ch'an masters when they found the 
mystery too deep for any words. On other occasions they simply re- 
torted to the question or uttered an exclamation. Said a master: "We 
are here as if immersed in water, head and shoulders underneath the 
great ocean, and yet how piteously we are extending our hands for 
water!" Therefore, when he was asked by a monk: "What is myself?" 
he replied: "What would you do with a self?" As the monk could not 
realize the ocean of truth in which we are living but extended his hands 
somewhere beyond for the water of knowledge, he at once shut him- 
self off from the immediate experience of truth. 

All these sayings and examples are more or less characteristic of 
the intuitive methods of the 'Sudden or Southern School.' But it may be 
recalled that since the eighth century there has existed also another kind 
of Ch'an, known as the 'Gradual or Northern School' in which more 
stress was laid on the intellectual development of the students. The 
division of Ch'an into these two schools occurred a t  the death of the 
Fifth Patriarch, Hung-jen in 675. The master conferred the patriarchal 
robe on Hui-nCng (63 7-7 12) ,  a man of little learning but great charac- 
ter and intuition, who had served as a rice-pounder in the monastery 
and never been prominent among the students. He had, to begin with, 
to fly from the monastery and hide in the wilderness so as to escape the 
evil schemes of his opponents; but he soon revealed his superior spirit- 
ual powers and became the acknowledged leader of the principal Ch'an 
school in the South. Yet, some of the students gathered around Shcn- 
hsiu (d. 706), who had been Hung-j&nls most learned and prominent 
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pupil and who now transferred his activity to the North, where he 
founded another branch of Ch'an which however did not exercise the 
same influence or live on as long as the Southern School. 

The main point of division between the two schools of Ch'an re- 
ferred to the human mind and the way of obtaining enlightenment. Ac- 
cording to the Southern School, the enlightenment is an instantaneous act 
of intuition; it has no gradations but takes place suddenly when the 
illusions of the mind have been brushed away. In  the Northern School 
the emphasis was laid on the gradual development of the mind, a slow- 
er process involving more intellectual study and moral advice. Both 
methods are based on the Lanktvat6ra-szitra, where two different types 
of mind are characterized: Some men will obtain enlightenment only 
after a long practice of meditation, pursued perhaps during many lives; 
to others it comes all of a sudden, apparently without conscious (intel- 
lectual) effort. The latter may reveal a superior state of spiritual de- 
velopment, but the former is evidently a necessary stage for reaching 
it. A representative of the modern Zen school in Japan makes the fol- 
lowing remark: 

The teaching of ShCn-hsiu is to be heeded as the practical advice to those who 
are actually engaged in the study of Zen, but it fails to describe the character of 
experience known as 'the seeing into one's own Nature' which was the special mes- 
sage of Hui-n&ng. 

When once a pupil of Sh6n-hsiu came to Hui-n&ng to be instructed, 
the latter asked him what was the teaching of Shh-hsiu. The monk 
replied: "The master usually teaches us to stop the working of our minds 
and to sit quietly in meditation for a long time without lying down." 
To  this Hui-n6ng remarked: "To stop the working of mind and to sit 
quietly in meditation is a disease and not Ch'an, and there is no profit 
whatever to be gained from a long sitting." When further asked about 
Sh&n-hsiu's teachings in regard to morality (Sila), meditation (dhyina) 
and wisdom (prajfi6 1 ,  the monk said that according to his master "re- 
fraining from all evil is morality, practising good is wisdom, and purify- 
ing the mind is meditation," a statement which drew from Hui-neng 
a most characteristic explanation of his point of view: 

The teaching of your master is for the guidance of the followers of the Mahi- 
yLna School while mine is for those of the Supreme School. Because someone 
realizes the Dharma quicker and deeper than others, this accounts for the difference 
in interpretation. . . . In expounding the Law, I do not deviate from the authority 



of the Essence of Mind (i. e., I speak what I realize intuitively). To  do it otherwise 
would betray ignorance of the Essence of Mind (or Self-Nature). Morality, medi- 
tation, and wisdom - all these are forms of Essence of Mind. When it is free from 
improprieties it is morality; when free from ignorance it is wisdom, when it is not 
disturbed it  is meditation. If you obtain a thorough understanding of it, you will 
know that nothing dualistic obtains in it. . . . For him who has once had a thorough 
understanding of his own Nature (Essence of Mind) no special posture as a form 
of meditation is to  be recommended; everything and anything is good to him, sitting 
or lying or standing. He enjoys perfect freedom of spirit, he moves along as he 
feels, and yet he does nothing wrong, he is always acting in accord with his Self- 
Nature, his work is play. This is what I call 'seeing into one's own Nature' (or 
realizing the Essence of the Mind), and this is done instantaneously, not gradually 
or stage by stage. 

This conception of the Self-Nature or Essence of Mind is evident- 
ly very closely related to the definitions of Tao offered by Chuang-tz6 
and other Taoists: He who knows Tao accomplishes everything with- 
out exertion. Within is the repose, the inaction, the intuition of fitness 
by which all things may be accomplished. "The divine man fulfils his 
destiny, he acts in accordance with his Nature" (i. e., his Essence of 
Mind) -just as the 'divine painter.' "Cherish that which is within 
you and shut off that which is without, for much knowledge is a curse," 
- another saying by Chuang-tzii which, indeed, might just as well have 
been formulated by a Ch'an philosopher. Nothing would be easier than 
to quote several sayings of the same import. The general attitude of 
the Taoists and the Ch'an philosophers towards man's inner nature was 
essentially the same (which also may be observed in the field of art) ,  
but their ways and methods of approaching the ideals were developed 
in quite different directions. The doctrine of inactivity and non-re- 
sistance became for the Taoists an inducement to negative indolence 
and self-indulgence; it seems as if they often took a sensuous infatua- 
tion for spiritual inspiration. 

The Ch'an students were constantly on guard against such mistakes; 
they were no romantic dreamers or indolent nature-worshipers but men 
of action accuston~ed to hard work. The Ch'an monasteries were places 
of such neatness and order that "neat as a Ch'an temple" became a 
common saying. The students were here occupied with regular field- 
work as well as mental exercises; "no work, no food" was a well-known 
dictum by Hui-n6ng. Their whole education was directed to the de- 
velopment of will-power and complete self-mastery, though not the rigid 
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outward discipline but rather the self-mastery which results when the 
higher nature of man is allowed to hold the reins. Consequently the 
Ch'an training became a preparation for statesmen and rulers just as 
much as for artists and philosophers; it fitted them for life by develop- 
ing their character, their will-power and self-reliance. The teachings 
which they absorbed became to them spiritual realities; when they once 
had experienced the flash of enlightenment or the opening of the intui- 
tive comprehension (kai wu) ,  nothing could stop them from proceed- 
ing along the path. 

This is figuratively brought out, for instance, in the story about the 
Ch'an master of the ninth century and his pupil who was pushing a 
wheelbarrow. As the monk came along with the wheelbarrow to a place 
where the master was sitting with outstretched feet, he cried out: "Draw 
in your feet!" "What has been extended cannot be retracted," replied 
the master. "What has been started cannot be stopped," was the re- 
tort of the monk, who simply went on pushing the wheelbarrow right 
across the master's feet. When later in the day the master came to 
meet the monks in the Preaching Hall, he carried an ax and said: "The 
one who wounded my feet should come to the front." The monk in 
question stepped out and stood with craned head. Rut the master put 
down the ax. 

I t  is possible that the story has a symbolic significance, the wheel- 
barrow standing for the 'Wheel of Life and Death' which cannot be 
stopped until the last seed of phenomenal perception is d e s t r ~ y e d , ~  but 
it also illustrates the sincerity of the monk's conviction, something which 
to him was a spiritual fact worthy to be asserted by life or death. 

And there are other stories of a similar kind tending to prove that 
ideas which to Western minds may appear abstruse or impractical were 
to the Ch'an students replete with significance and of immediate value 
for their daily life. I t  may well be admitted that these men too were 
subject to illusions and deceptive impulses, but whatever conclusions 
they arrived at, they did not hesitate to apply them in their own lives, 
to transform them into actions and thus to find out their own value. 
Their mistakes became experiences by which they made progress as 
they never lost confidence in their interior resources. They knew that 
life is a movement that never ceases, a stream which floats on, whether 
we wish it or not. They realized that the only way of converting into 

2.  Cf. Waley, Zen Bzlddlzism e tc .  (London, 1922) p. 20. 



full values what life has in store for us, is by living completely in the 
present moment, by grasping it by the wings as it flies and not after it 
has flown. For those who know how to do this, time becomes an illu- 
sion; one sudden experience which penetrates deep into the conscious- 
ness may become of greater value than years of intellectual study, one 
apparently trivial incident may open the spring of a hidden source. I t  
all depends on which side of a man's nature is touched and awakened 
lo full consciousness. The pitfalls are numerous as there are many veils 
to be thrown off before we can see in our innermost Nature which, indeed, 
is the same as the Heart of the Universe. 

But how can such things be made intelligible in words or visual 
shapes? In poetry, perhaps, when it is no longer descriptive but re- 
tains an echo of the thing behind the words; in painting which is not 
imitative but a spontaneous expression oi the creative vision. I n  order 
to be true and alive these things must be done on the spur of the mo- 
ment, before the light has faded or the 'spirit-resonance' has died away. 
I t  is evident that no kind of painting could be better fitted for such ex- 
pressions than the Indian ink-work which by its very nature requires 
the greatest spontaneity in the handling of the means of expression. I t  
must be done quickly and irretrievably. As the paper soaks up the 
ink, every stoke of the brush must be definite, no after corrections or 
alterations are possible. As is well known, this required the most care- 
ful and assiduous training, psychological as well as technical, because 
the brush-strokes became reflexions from the mind transmitted by the 
skill of the hand. Indian ink-painting in its purest form became thus 
a kind of Ch'an practice, an example of what the 'direct method' of 
Ch'an meant when applied to art. The close correspondence, so evi- 
dent and aesthetically significant, has been pointed out by several auth- 
ors and most explicitly in the following beautiful words by Suzuki: 

Life delineates itself on the canvas called time; and time never repeats, once 
gone for ever gone; and so is an act, once done, it is never undone. Life is a surniye 
(ink) painting, which must be executed once and for all time and without hesitation, 
without intellection, and no corrections are permissible or possible. Life is not 
like an oil painting which can be rubbed out and done over time and again until the 
artist is satisfied. With the szoniye painting, any brush-stroke painted over a second 
time results in a smudge; the life has left it. All corrections show when the ink 
dries. So is life. We can never retract what we have once committed to deeds, 
nay, what once has passed through consciousness can never be rubbed out. Zen 
therefore ought to be caught while the thing is going on, neither before nor after. 
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It is an act of one instant. . . . This fleeting. unrepeatable and ungraspable charac- 
ter of life is delineated graphically by Zen masters who have compared it to light- 
ning or spark produced by the percussion of stones. 

The painting on the scroll is only a projection of the one which ex- 
ists in the master's mind, a record of the thing that flashed across the 
mirror of his soul. I t  may have been provoked by an incident or an 
object, but it is no longer the event or the shape that counts, but its re- 
percussion, the indelible traces that it left on the mind. The thing it- 
self becomes a vibration of life; how much it conveys or expresses will 
depend on the sensitiveness of the receiver and the immediate response 
of the transmitting instruments. No painter who did not possess a full 
command of the technical means could ever transmit such fleeting 
glimpses or momentary ref exions from a realm beyond sensual percep- 
tion. The brush had to respond instantaneously and unremittingly to 
the pulse-beat of the creative soul; the material labor had to be reduced 
to a minimum, a few strokes or splashes which could serve to re-awaken 
the vision in the beholder's mind. 

The works of the Ch'an painters might often seem lightly done, 
thrown off without the least exertion, but the rapidity of the execution 
would certainly not have been possible, if the masters had not passed 
through a long and assiduous training. I t  was like the sudden enlight- 
enment, the kai .reru or setori, which comes on the spur of the moment, 
when the mind has been cleaned of all beclouding thoughts and attuned 
to the silent music that accompanies every manifestation of life. The 
painters called this ch'i yiin, 'the spirit-resonance,' or the reverberation 
of 'the Universal Mind'; they listened to it in the innermost recesses of 
their own consciousness as well as in every phenomenon of Nature, the 
mountains and the brooks, the winds and waves, the flowers and the fall- 
ing leaves - all revealed to them a reflexion or an echo of the 'Univer- 
sal Mind.' We may call this poetry, or pantheistic romanticism, but to 
these painters it was actual life and reality. The things that they did 
grew out of their own soul, they were parts of their own life and charac- 
ter; it was no longer of importance what they represented, whether it 
was large or small, a whole landscape or only some fruits or flowers, if 
only it served to transmit some glimpse from a world that has no limits, 
embracing infinity of space and eternity of time as the enlightened mind 
of the creative master. 


